
COMPANY PRESENTATION



THE NEW ERA OF COMMUNICATION SOLUTIONS

We are a company that provides services of concept creation, production and post production of audio-visual products,

graphic design, events, software development and innovation technology.

Thanks to our in-dept knowledge of various areas of communication, we are the conjunction between these worlds.

This integrated nature is the characteristic that makes us unique in the marketplace.



SERVICES
Video & Audio

Editing
Compositing
Finishing
Color grading
Vfx and CGI
Motion graphics
Sound design

Graphic Design

Corporate Identity
Brand Identity
Interface design

Events

Scenography
Video-lighting technical coordination
Audio and video production
Fairs
Exposition

Software Development

Multitouch and new technologies
Media applications
Mobile applications
Augmented Reality
R&D

Innovation technology

Holo Tech
Screen Tech
Hide Tech
Technical project
Interactive multimedia



INMERSUS© - COMPLETE SOFTWARE SOLUTION

INCREDIBLE INTERACTIVE EXPERIENCES

Inmersus is the only Digital Signage and Multi-touch software that every user, even the non-technically minded,

can use to create incredible interactive experiences only employing their own creative inspiration.

EASY, FAST, AMAZING

No hardware or programming knowledge is required; you need only select the interaction template and enrich it

with your content... and voilà, job done! Using your images, your video and your documents, a few very simple steps

will bring your interactive solution to life in real time.

THE EXPERIENCE BECOMES INNOVATIVE, WHEREVER YOU WANT!

Inmersus is perfect for creating innovative interactive experiences for any business, communication or edutainment

application, or for making any visit to a museum, fair and event an unforgettable experience.



DIGITAL SIGNAGE APPLICATION

Digital Signage is an easy-to-use tool for scheduling video content and remotely managing its broadcast on either

an individual screen, or groups of screen that could be distribute in location. 

Thanks to this application it’s possible to give more information when the screens are passive or no people 

don't want to touch it.

For example it’s possible to give information about the day schedule, direction for the facilities, services

and advertising communication. Everything, like a video message, faster and with a readable message.

It’s also possible to sell the video spaces, like a television, and manage and generate a ROI for the scheduling programme.



DIGITAL SIGNAGE APPLICATION – INTERACTIVE TOTEM

At Expo 2015, in the New Holland Sustainable Farm Pavilion, placed at the entrances of the pavilion 2 totems
provides informations to the visitor about what he can live in the pavilion programme.

CLIENT: New Holland
APPLICATION: Digital Signage
PROJECT: Expo 2015 – Infototem



WAY FINDING APPLICATION

Wayfinding is a module that analyze in realtime all of the ways in which people orient themselves in physical space

and move from place to place.

This application it's very important in a huge space like this one.

The authorized user can create a obstacle on the maps and the software change automatically the way. 

The system can recognize POI, PDI in real time ed so on. 

Whit this application it’s also possible to manage adv or/and include clip video for each location touchable on the map.

With personal smartphone, the visitor, can downloaded the map information from a totem and bring with himself the 

track map of his research. (This is possible using QRCode generating from totem and GPS from mobile)

It’s also possible to develop a mobile application for give more information at the visitors in every moment with the 

ibeacon devices. With this devices it’s possible to be always in connection with the persons.



WAY FINDING APPLICATION (BESPOKE APPLICATION)



DISCOVERY APPLICATION

With Discovery you will be able to have total control over your presentation and documents. 

This is the soul of multitouch experience inside Inmersus.

Pdf, PowerPoint presentations, images and video can be easily uploaded. Inmersus converts them for you and 

makes them immediately available for your presentation.

And if you are on the move you can save your company presentation on the Server and use it at another internet 

access point! 



DISCOVERY APPLICATION – INTERACTIVE LECTER

New Holland AG at EIMA International & SIMA 2014 with INMERSUS©.
The application allowed visitors to discover, through multitouch monitors, more details
about the New Holland Agriculture Pavilion and it’s presence at Expo2015.

CLIENT: New Holland Agriculture
APPLICATION: Discovery
PROJECT: EIMA & SIMA fairs



ADVANCE DISCOVERY APPLICATION

Advanced Discovery is born from the integration of Digital Signage and Discovery performance.

On the same interface, you will be able to have an area dedicated to the passive fruition of scheduled content

(Digital Signage) and one or more touch sensitive areas (Discovery) to make use of content in a “dashboard” manner. 

It is also possible to add widgets in real time: rss feed, time and time zones in addition to stock market news. 

An advanced solution for communication within your company or for retail in whatever part of the world the locations are.



ADVANCE DISCOVERY APPLICATION

18 interactive stations, networked together, installed at the Italian headquarter of CNHIndustrial. 
At the entrance of the loft and inside them, are a communication tool for employees and visitors.
Interactive maps help visitors find their way inside the headquarter, while the module “dashboard”
offers employees the latest news and corporate communications.

CLIENT: CNHIndustrial
APPLICATION: Advance Discovery
PROJECT: CNHI office



TABLE TOUCH (BESPOKE APPLICATION)

A great feature of multi touch table is merge the dynamic content and functionality.

It’s possible to have a digital cloth and, at press, a lot of video about the preparation of dish and so on.

It’s also possible to use the table touch for chose a menu, for ordered and payed. 

A touch table offers greater efficiency in the restaurant operator, allowing the possibility of reducing personnel costs, 

stores provide a real-time control over the menu and the ability to upsell, and the potential to turn tables more 

opinions quickly.

A touch table offers greater efficiency in the restaurant operator, allowing the possibility of reducing personnel costs, 

stores provide a real-time control over the menu and the ability to upsell, and the potential to turn tables more 

opinions quickly.



VIRTUAL FITTING ROOM (BESPOKE APPLICATION)

A virtual dressing room is the online equivalent of the near-ubiquitous in-store changing room.

It enables shoppers to try on clothes to check one or more of size, fit or style, but virtually rather than physically.

The shoppers can “try” the clothes very faster and verifying immediately the match of different things on his body.

It’s possible to develop every functionality for this application: from video to suggest the purchase, to connection with the 

Storehouse to check in real time available clothes; from virtual dressing to distance selling (it’s possible to put the Virtual

Fitting Room also in another places than Mall and buying by credit card).

Virtual Fitting Room it’s possible to branding in different installation for a lot of life experiences.



VIRTUAL FITTING ROOM

Some example of Virtual Fitting Room.



PRODUCTS



TABLE TOUCH

Demo table touch for restaurant and food court.



HOLO – ONE FACE



HOLO – 3 FACES



HOLO – 4 FACES



HIDE TECH



SCREEN TECH
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